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A numerical simulation method @S. Makarov and S. Kulkarni, Appl. Phys. Lett. 84, 1600 ~2004!# is
used in order to determine the radiation force and radiation torque on a parallel-plate disk resonator,
whose size is comparable to wavelength. The method is based on the MOM solution of the
electric-field integral equation, accurate calculation of the near field, and removal of the
self-interaction terms responsible for the pinch effect. The local force/torque distribution at the
normal incidence of a circularly polarized plane wave is found. It is observed that, at the resonance,
the individual disks are subject to unexpectedly large local force densities, despite the fact that the
net radiation force on the resonator remains very small. On the other hand, the total axial torque on
the disk resonator also increases at the resonance. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1739517#
The radiation forces and torques of a laser beam on
small transparent dielectric objects were investigated long
ago, both theoretically1 and experimentally.2,3 Recent
~macro! applications of the optical radiation force include
laser or optical tweezers ~cf. Refs. 4 and 5! and optically
driven microelectromechanical systems ~Refs. 6 and 7!. The
advantage of applying the laser beam to a dielectric is the
relatively high intensity of the primary field as well as a
relatively low absorption loss in the transparent dielectric.
The radiation forces on metal targets received little at-
tention. One portion of the work was devoted to very small
metal particles.8 On the other hand, one should perhaps men-
tion limited research related to solar radiation pressure on
satellites.9,10 In that research, the radiation pressure is usually
estimated using the basic high-frequency formula p5(1
1r)J/c ,11 where J is the field intensity, c is the speed of
light, and r is the reflection coefficient.
The finite metal targets are not very well suited for ap-
plying the laser beams, primarily due to large absorption.
However, they may experience very significant local radia-
tion force effects at rf and microwave frequencies, when the
target is a resonator.12 The present letter will investigate the
radiation force and torque on a parallel-plate disk resonator,
at the normal incidence of a circularly polarized ~CP! plane
wave. In this case, one may expect not only the high local
radiation force but also a significant total axial torque.
The investigation is based on numerical simulation. A
full-wave simulation using a three-dimensional version of
the MoM solver for electric-field integral equation ~EFIE! is
employed. The scattered near field is accurately calculated in
the vicinity of the surface grid.
The MoM formulation ~metal scatterer! is rather stan-
dard and utilizes the mixed-potential approach to EFIE and
the RWG basis functions.13,14 We use the symmetric imped-
ance matrix, which allows for a faster speed and larger
memory storage. The double surface integrals are calculated
using the Gaussian formulas of the fifth degree of accuracy.15
All singular portions of self-integrals are found analytically,
using the closed-form solutions given in Ref. 16. Factoriza-
tion of the symmetric impedance matrix is done using the
double precision simple driver ZSYSV of the LAPACK library17
for symmetric complex matrixes.
The total Lorentz force density on the surface current
and charge distribution on a metal surface is given by ~cf.,
for example, Ref. 18!
f5 12 Re~JS3B*!1 12 Re~sSE*!, B5m0H, ~1!
where E5Es1Ei, H5Hs1Hi, and index i denotes the in-
cident field. The scattered field Es,Hs are found numerically
using already known current and charge densities JS and
sS—solutions of the MOM equations. The total Lorentz force
F on a ~open! metal surface S and the total radiation torque






For any small triangular patch on the metal surface, Eq. ~2!
contains a self-term that describes the interaction of the patch
current and charge with the self-induced magnetic and elec-
tric fields. This effect cannot be described in terms of the
model of an infinitesimally thin metal sheet ~EFIE!. The self-
induced magnetic and electric fields are discontinuous on the
sheet boundary so that Eq. ~2! becomes meaningless. It is
however well known that the interaction with the self-
induced magnetic field in a volume conductor creates the
pinch effect, where the metal sheet is squeezed in the trans-
versal direction but does not experience any net force. The
pinch force is thus of no interest for the present problem. The
charge interaction with the self-induced electric field ~being
normal to the surface! might also give a contribution to the
pinch force. Thus, the following assumption is made with
finding the force in Eq. ~2!. For any small triangular patch on
the metal surface, Eq. ~2! will ignore its own contribution to
the fields Es,Hs but take into account contributions of all
other patches. In other words, the patch currents and chargesa!Electronic mail: makarov@wpi.edu
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will interact with the fields of all other patches but will not
interact with their own fields. This assumption seems to be-
come more accurate for finer surface triangular meshes and
was extensively tested.
The net radiation force on a single disk at normal inci-
dence of a left-handed CP wave @Fig. 1~a!# is found in Fig.
1~b!. The disk mesh shown on Fig. 1~a! has 4657 triangles
~6913 unknowns!, which allows us to cover higher frequen-
cies with up to four to five wavelengths along the disk diam-
eter D52R . Figure 1~b! shows three components of the total
radiation force F on the disk as functions of the ratio D/l .
The resulting total torque on the disk is shown in Fig. 1~c!.
The total force is normalized to its high-frequency limit F0
523pR2 J/c , where J is the intensity of the incident sig-
nal. The total torque is normalized to M 05223pR3 J/c ,
in order to have a positive angular component.
One can see that the axial force Fx asymptotically tends
to F0 at higher frequencies. At lower frequencies and, espe-
cially close to the first resonance, the force values appear to
be somewhat higher than the high-frequency limit. The com-
ponents Fy ,Fz are insignificant due to symmetry reasons.
Also, the magnetic ~Lorentz! component of the force in Eq.
~1! clearly dominates as it follows from the solution analysis.
One can also see that the dominant torque component is
directed along the positive x axis ~after normalization!, as
suggested by the transport of angular momentum by the CP
wave.19 Two other torque components are negligibly small
due to symmetry.
The scattering analysis of plate resonators has been
among the first to be carried out by computers about 40 years
ago.20 Eigenmode charts are available for basic resonator
shapes.21,22 However, the data on the radiation force or
torque was not yet reported.
The net radiation force on a parallel-plate disk resonator
@Fig. 2~a!# is found in Fig. 2~b!. The resonant frequency ap-
proximates that of the TM110
x mode (k11’1.8),22 where first
two indices indicate the angular and radial numbers of zeros
of the Bessel functions. The distance, d, between disks is
R/5. The behavior of the net force is relatively smooth close
to the resonance. The opposite situation however occurs if
FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the incident signal for a single disk and ~b!, ~c! net
radiation force and torque as a function of the ratio diameter/wavelength.
The original ~simulation! disk mesh has 4657 triangles ~6913 unknowns!;
250 frequency steps are employed to cover the entire domain of D/l .
FIG. 2. ~a! Geometry of the incident signal for the air-filled parallel-plate
disk resonator, ~b! net radiation force as a function of the ratio diameter/
wavelength, ~c! magnitude of the force density integrated over the surface
area, and ~d! net radiation torque on the resonator.
FIG. 3. ~a! Force density distribution for the parallel-plate disk resonator
with d/R50.2 at the fundamental resonance—illuminated zone. The surface
gray scale extends from black ~maximum force density in the direction of
the negative x axis! to white ~maximum force density in the direction of the
positive x axis! and ~b! the same results for the shadow zone. A very similar
~with regard to force direction! distribution takes place in the case of a
right-handed CP signal.
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we consider the absolute value ~magnitude! of the force den-
sity and then integrate the result over the surface area. Figure




u f x ,y ,z~r!uds . ~3!
One can see that Fx
abs at the resonance is nearly 120 times the
high-frequency limit F0 . The absolute force on a single disk
is approximately one half of this value.
To understand why Fx
abs is so different from the net
force, we plotted the local force distribution. In Fig. 3, the
surface shading indicates the surface values of the local force
density, f x(r), for the same resonator. The white color in Fig.
3 corresponds to positively directed force density ~along the
x axis! whereas the black color indicates the opposite direc-
tion. The local force density becomes very high at the reso-
nance. However, integrally, the forces cancel each other. This
cancellation takes place not only between two disks but also
for every individual disk. It is found that this is the contri-
bution of the electric component of the force ~insignificant
for the single disk! that is responsible for such a cancellation.
On the other hand, the net angular momentum @Fig. 2~d!#
increases at the resonance and reaches about 54 times its
value for the single disk.
Similar results were observed for several other resona-
tors that use the following d/R ratios: d/R50.3, 0.2, 0.1, and
0.06. The corresponding Q factor of the resonator is calcu-
lated as Q514, 21, 39, and 65. The corresponding eigenfre-
quency at D50.1 m is calculated as f res’1.52, 1.58, 1.65,
and 1.69 GHz. Figure 4~a! shows the maximum of Fx
abs at the
resonance as a function of disk spacing. One can see that
Fx
abs may be as high as 1200F0 at Q565 and tends to in-
crease when the distance between plates decreases ~Q of the
resonator increases!. The absolute force for a single plate is
approximately 0.5Fxabs . A similar behavior is observed for
the net axial torque @Fig. 4~b!#.
We have shown that the Fx
abs may be as high as 1200
times its high-frequency limit for the parallel-plate disk reso-
nator at the normal incidence of the CP plane wave. The total
axial torque on the resonator with Q565 appears approxi-
mately 200 times higher than the torque on a single disk of
the same size. While the result for torque may be explained
by increasing the scattering cross section at the resonance,
the result for the local force distribution probably requires a
different explanation.
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FIG. 4. ~a! Magnitude of the force density integrated over the surface area,
Fx
abs
, for resonators with different ratios d/R ~quality factor! at the funda-
mental resonance and ~b! total axial torque for different ratios d/R at the
fundamental resonance.
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